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NOTTINGHAM TRENT UNIVERSITY
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DIRECTORY

BArch (HONS)
ARCHITECTURE

TAKING PLACE ACROSS
NOTTINGHAM TRENT
UNIVERSITY’S CITY
CAMPUS, 1,318 CREATIVES
FROM 26 COURSES UNITE
FOR ONE AMBITIOUS
SUMMER SHOW.
REPRESENTING A NEW
WAVE OF TALENT ‑ SKILLED
AND READY TO SHAPE
OUR FUTURE CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES.
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@ntubarch

BA (HONS)
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
+ DESIGN
Small is Beautiful: Showcasing how
students can evolve, craft and define a
project that is spatial, architectural and
design-led, with a focus on the detail of a
distinct space.
@made_at_trent
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The Age of Infrastructure [L’età Delle
Infrastrutture]: This exhibition explores how
architecture and infrastructure reshape our
cities and transform the environments we
live in.

Behind the Clothes: Providing an insight
into Fashion Management and demonstrating
how they intend to shape the future of fashion
retail. www.fmbehindtheclothes.com
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BA (HONS)
GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Play: FCP students design, collaborate and
bring to life visually stimulating and timely
concepts. It’s their sense of play that brings
their community together.

BA (HONS)
FASHION MANAGEMENT

NTU Outline: Thinking outside the box for
every project. Join Graphic Design as they
outline their creative journey.
www.ntuoutline.co.uk

NEWTON
BUILDING

BA (HONS)
FASHION COMMUNICATION
+ PROMOTION

MArch
ARCHITECTURE

Students visited Wollaton Park to take
/ space for
a meeting
space for visitors.

ARKWRIGHT
BUILDING

BARNES WALLIS
BUILDING

@fcp_play
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GEN23: 72 photography students engage
in the explorative, creative, self-reflective
representation of current issues around
relationships, race, politics, and the
environment. GEN23 spans 11 venues in
Nottingham. www.gen23.co.uk
@gen23_ntu

Notions of Freespace: Invited by the
2018 Architectural Biennale to question
our understanding of ‘Freespace’, this
exhibition explores civic architecture and
its relationship to the city of Venice, in a
postmodern context.
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@fm_behindtheclothes

BA (HONS)
FASHION MARKETING
+ BRANDING
FMBxOriginate: Exploring important societal
issues that are impacting our future in ways
we cannot predict, but can try to influence.
Uncovering global phenomena such as
sustainability and digital influences.
@fmb_x_originate

BONINGTON
BUILDING
BA (HONS)
FINE ART
Scripted, depicted, rejected and completed.
From start to finish and stops in-between,
a window into time spent and goals reached,
or yet to be.
@ntufineart2019

BA (HONS)
TEXTILE DESIGN
Vision 19: A diverse, multidisciplinary
textile design show specialising in print,
knit, embroidery and weave. Demonstrating
creative talent through an array of personal
interpretations.
@ntutextiledesign

NEWTON
BUILDING
BA (HONS)
ANIMATION
Animators of Waverley Place: Presenting
the collective works of 25 animators,
showcasing a variety of two and three
dimensional films.
@ntuanimation

BSc (HONS)
ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY
AT 2019: Showcasing the range of
development and understanding of studentdesigned briefs across the RIBA Stages 0-4.
@at_ntu_19

BA (HONS)
INTERNATIONAL
FASHION BUSINESS

BA (HONS)
COSTUME DESIGN + MAKING

Prism: A collection of diverse creatives
exploring their take on current fashion topics
using international business strategies to
make their mark on the creative industry.

Exploring different design, construction
and textiles possibilities within a range of
performance areas, students create pieces of
wearable art to tell a story.

@ifb1819

@ntucostumedegreeshow2019

BA (HONS)
DECORATIVE ARTS

MA DESIGN:
PRODUCTS + FURNITURE

MMXIX: Creative hand and digital making
skills using a wide range of materials. The
work is sometimes functional, sometimes
conceptual and always beautiful.

MSc DESIGN:
PRODUCTS + TECHNOLOGY

@decarts_mmxix

BA (HONS)
FASHION ACCESSORY DESIGN
A showcase of luxury fashion products
including bags, luggage and wearable pieces
constructed from a variety of materials.

BA (HONS)
FASHION DESIGN
A showcase of industry focused fashion
product ranges. This static show was
accompanied by catwalk shows in May.
@NTUFashion

BA (HONS)
FASHION KNITWEAR DESIGN
+ KNITTED TEXTILES
Showcasing intricate detail in knit structures
and fabric finishes, students develop and
communicate their ideas in the realisation of
fabrics, products and garments.
@fashionknitweardesignntu

BA (HONS)
FURNITURE + PRODUCT DESIGN

Postgraduate NTU Product Design students
share their experiences and showcase
outcomes of the interdisciplinary design
projects made with industry.

WAVERLEY
BUILDING
BA (HONS)
DESIGN FOR FILM
+ TELEVISION
In preparation for a future career in film and
TV, each student has created projects by
adapting stories for the screen.
@dftv19

BA (HONS)
THEATRE DESIGN
From the Ground Up: A collection of
innovative work exploring the future of
scenic and costume design. Featuring a
series of individual and collaborative work,
showcasing each student’s skills and
interests.
@ntu_theatredesign19

Inspired by craft, user interaction and
material experimentation, this exhibition
features furniture, interiors, lighting and
homeware.

BA (HONS)
PRODUCT DESIGN
Innovative design with the user in mind,
showcasing sustainable products, sports and
healthcare equipment, packaging solutions,
electronic gadgets and consumer goods.

BSc (HONS)
PRODUCT DESIGN

JOIN THE
CONVERSATION
ON SOCIAL
#NTUDEGREESHOW

Showcasing prototypes designed for the
medical, transport, and manufacturing
industries.
All Product Design courses:
www.ntudesignindustries.com
@ntudi

WWW.NTU.AC.UK/DEGREESHOW

